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Abstract
CESR-B type superconducting cavities are under consideration for acceleration of the electron beam in the 3GeV NSLS-II storage ring. In this paper we present detailed investigation of longitudinal and transverse impedance of CESR-B cavity and transitions. Ferrite material is included in impedance analysis. Its effect on short range wakepotential has been studied using GdfidL code. The summary results of loss factors and kick factors are presented for a 3mm rms bunch length.

INTRODUCTION
CESR-B [1] type superconducting (SC) cavities are considered as a top choice for acceleration of the electron beam in the 3GeV NSLS-II storage ring. Employing the full set of damping wigglers in the ring, 1MW power will be required [2]. Due to RF power limiting per coupler, ~270kW [3], four 500 MHz CESR-B main SCRF cavities are planned to be fitted in two 8 meter straight sections. To improve the Touschek lifetime, two passive 1500 MHz harmonic SCRF cavities (scaled CESR-B cavity [4] or Super3HC cavity [5]) will be used for bunch lengthening. The layout of two CESR-B cavities plus a single Super3HC harmonic cavity in a single straight is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Layout of two 500 MHz cavities plus one 1500 MHz Landau cavity in a single straight.

The complicated nature of the RF cavities requires significant computational resources to establish the longitudinal and transverse impedances for the whole assembly. Each cavity has a special fluted beam pipe for Higher Order Modes (HOMs) coupling. Ferrite liners are located in the beam pipe on both sides of each cavity for HOMs damping. There are smooth transitions between main and harmonic cavities and regular beam pipe vacuum chamber. In order to avoid computational complications, the coupling impedance in the whole assembly can be estimated as a sum of the impedance of cavities and transitions. A similar analysis was carried out by S. Belomestnykh [6] for CESR-B assembly for bunch lengths $\sigma_s \geq 10\text{mm}$. This approach allows us to verify computed data with analytical results using simplified geometries.

We would like to point out that the transitions between RF cavities and regular vacuum chamber are major contributors to the longitudinal and transverse broad-band coupling impedance. The kick factor of the cavity itself becomes smaller for shorter bunch ($\kappa_y \sim \sigma^{1/2}$) in agreement with analytical expression of Bane and Sands [7] and Novokhatsky [8] for a pill-box cavity. The loss factor of the cavity is inversely proportional to the bunch length ($\kappa_{\text{loss}} \sim \sigma^{-1/2}$) but it is much smaller than the loss factor of the transitions for a 3mm rms bunch length (see results in Table 1 and 2).

CESR-B MAIN RF CAVITY
The 500MHz main RF cavity with the attached round beam pipe of radius 120mm on one side and the fluted beam pipe for HOMs coupling on the other is shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity the RF coupler was not included in these computations. The coupling impedance of the rectangular slot in the round beam pipe, which will be used for matching of the input power to the cavity, can be estimated analytically or can be computed separately and added to the total impedance of the cavity.

One-quarter of the structure with magnetic boundary conditions is used for the numerical computations of the longitudinal wakepotential and one-half of the structure with magnetic boundary condition in x-plane is used for the numerical computations of the transverse wakepotential using GdfidL code [9].

Figure 2: One-half of the CESR-B RF cavity. 3D GdfidL model.

The longitudinal monopole and transverse dipole wakepotentials are computed for a 3mm rms bunch length. The short-range wakepotentials for the CESR-B main cavity are shown in Fig. 3.
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HARMONIC RF CAVITY

To increase the Touschek lifetime and to reduce the effect of intrabeam scattering on the emittance, third-harmonic Landau cavities are planned to be installed in the NSLS-II storage ring. Bunch lengthening due to harmonic cavity will be useful also in raising the longitudinal microwave instability threshold. To estimate contribution of the harmonic cavity to the total impedance of the ring we are using a scaled model of the CESR-B main cavity at frequency 1500 MHz.

Table 2 contains the loss factor and kick factors for 1500MHz CESR-B harmonic RF cavity. The loss factor of the harmonic cavity is increased by a factor of 0.58 (\(\kappa_{\text{loss}} \propto \sqrt{g/a}\)) due to scaling of the cavity dimensions by a factor of 3. The beam pipe radius of the harmonic cavity is 40mm. An additional tapered transition is required between the round beam pipe of the harmonic cavity and the elliptic vacuum chamber of the ring. The taper length is chosen to be 100mm (~15° angle). Contribution of the entire transitions per straight including the main cavity transition and one taper of the harmonic cavity transition is given in Table 2. For simplicity, the length of straight pipes between tapers is taken to be 300mm rather than 4.8m and 1.5m for the main cavity straight-pipe and for the harmonic cavity straight-pipe respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\kappa_{\text{loss}})</th>
<th>(\kappa_x)</th>
<th>(\kappa_y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic RF cavity</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity transition per straight</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EFFECT OF FERRITE ON SHORT RANGE WAKEPOTENTIAL

The ferrite lined pill-box cavity was analyzed with the program CLANS and compared with analytical data [12]. Pill-box cavity dimensions are 124mm radius, 65m length with 5mm thick ferrite tile on outer radius (from 119 mm to 124 mm, full length). The ferrite properties (for testing code) were taken to be \(\varepsilon'=12\), \(\mu'=2\). Results for the \(E_{010^-}\) mode are given in the Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\mu^*)</th>
<th>(f_{010})</th>
<th>(Q_{010})</th>
<th>(f_{010})</th>
<th>(Q_{010})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>880.9</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>851.0</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Quality factors and frequencies of the \(E_{010^-}\)-mode versus \(\mu^*\) for a pill-box cavity model.
We compared GdfidL data (kernel-51n), using the same pill-box cavity model as in frequency domain, with analytical results. It was found that GdfidL finds the shape of the electric and magnetic fields in agreement with the analytic result for the two modes considered [12]. The quality factors are in reasonable agreement. However, the mode frequencies in the presence of the ferrite show not correct result. Further investigation is needed, but we believe GdfidL results with ferrite will be accurate for the short-range wakepotential.

To estimate ferrite effect on short-range wakepotential (broad-band impedance) we chose a simplified model. It is a symmetric tapered structure as shown in Figure 5. The RF cavity shape is excluded from analysis as its contribution to the longitudinal broad-band impedance is much smaller ($\kappa_{loss} = 0.31\ V/pC$) than contribution of the tapered transition ($\kappa_{loss}^t = 3\ V/pC$).

The regular beam pipe for the NSLS-II storage ring has an elliptical cross section of the full width 78 mm and full height of 25 mm [13]. The cutoff frequency of the lowest longitudinal mode for the given cross section is $\sim 7$GHz. In GdfidL the material parameters such as the electric conductivity, magnetic conductivity, the relative permittivity and the relative permeability are modeled frequency independent. Ferrite parameters were specified for the frequency 2.8 GHz.

The longitudinal short-range wakepotential is plotted in Figure 5 for three different cases; empty structure, with one lined ferrite ring and with two lined ferrite rings. It can be seen that the shape of the short-range wakepotential does not change. The three curves lie on top of one another inside the bunch. This means that the loss factor depends only on the geometric impedance and ferrite rings inside do not affect the short range wakepotential.

**Figure 5: Longitudinal short range wakepotential for the tapered structure. Red curve is no ferrite rings inside the geometry. Light green curve is one ferrite ring inside. Blue curve is two ferrite rings lined inside.**

**CONCLUSION**

Impedance analysis of CESR-B type superconducting cavities shows that tapered cavity transitions are major contributors to the longitudinal broad-band impedance. The considered length of transitions is acceptable for NSLS-II as a whole assembly can be fitted in 8m straight section. The total loss factor for two considered 7.2m RF straight sections is 10.3 V/pC. It is about one-half of the total loss factor for the NSLS-II storage ring. To minimize transition impedance, taper lengths between RF cavities per straight will be lengthened to the extent allowed by the available space.

Ferrite rings on both sides of the RF cavities for HOM damping (narrow-band impedance) does not affect the short-range wakepotential (broad-band impedance).
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